ABSTRACT Image set classification has attracted increasing attention with respect to the use of significant amounts of within-set information. The covariance matrix is a natural and effective descriptor for describing image sets. Non-singular covariance matrices, known as symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices, are regarded as points on a Riemannian manifold. A common method of classifying points on a manifold is to explicitly map the SPD matrices from a Riemannian manifold to Euclidean space, such as in the covariance discriminative learning (CDL) method. However, the disadvantages of the CDL method are as follows: 1) the method models the whole image set as a covariance matrix, whereas if there are insufficient set samples or merely one set, the within-class information studied by the discriminative learning may not be utilized well and 2) when the original sample covariance matrices are of high dimensionality, the computational cost is non-trivial. To address these problems of CDL, we propose to exploit the maximal linear patch to cluster image sets into multiple subsets (local patches), which could provide substantially more within-class information. Moreover, we refine the manifold formed by the SPD matrices to a lower dimensionality and more discriminative manifold by collaboratively applying principal component analysis to all training sets. Experiments are performed on face recognition and objection categorization tasks; extensive comparison results illustrate the considerable effectiveness of our proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image set classification has attracted increased attention in recent years since it can provide significantly more withinset information than the single image classification task [39] . With the rapid development of information technology and social networking, a great number of images can be collected from video sequences or photo albums to form image sets [35] , where the images in one set contain the same objects of interest. Numerous studies [5] , [14] , [15] , [20] , [22] , [23] , [36] , [37] , [40] , [42] , [46] have shown that regarding all images in one set in a holistic manner to train classifiers and classify sets is beneficial to image classification.
The key issues of image set classification are how to model image sets and how to measure the similarity between them. Previous works on image set classification have modeled image sets as Gaussian models [1] , [28] and then measured two distributions in terms of the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD). Subspace descriptor is a popular representation for modeling image sets, where a premier work is the Mutual Subspace Method (MSM) [42] , in which image sets are modeled as subspaces and measured by the principal angles [9] . Since then, many works based on MSM have been proposed such as the Constrained Mutual Subspace Method (CMSM) [7] , Discriminative Canonical Correlation (DCC) [17] and the Generalized Constrained Mutual Subspace Method (GCMSM) [18] . A subspace is also known as a point on a Grassmann manifold, whereby image set classification can be achieved by defining the manifold distance [11] , [35] , [36] . Another way to use subspaces for image set classification is to explicitly map the points on the Grassmann manifold to Euclidean space, and many learning methods on Euclidean space can be applied [11] , [12] , [29] , [38] . Modeling image sets as affine hulls or convex hulls and finding the nearest points between two hulls [5] is another popular approach for image set classification. Based on the theory of hull models, sparse representation [15] , collaborative representation [41] , [47] and regularization techniques [23] , [43] have been employed to further enhance the performance.
Recently, modeling visual features as covariance matrices for visual classification has shown encouraging results [16] , [31] , [32] , [37] . The covariance descriptor is the second-order statistics of the image features [37] and is robust to noise, illumination variations and rigid or non-rigid deformations of images [16] , [37] . However, measuring two covariance matrices by conventional classification methods in Euclidean space is non-trivial. As we know, the non-singular covariance matrices as well as the Symmetric Positive Definite (SPD) matrices are usually regarded as points lying on Riemannian manifolds [2] , [16] , [19] , not Euclidean space. By defining a proper Riemannian metric, such as the Affine Invariant Distance (AID) [24] and Log-Euclidean Distance (LED) [2] , many computer vision classification tasks can be solved by measuring the manifold distance between two SPD matrices. Specifically, by explicitly mapping the SPD matrices from the Riemannian manifold back to Euclidean space [16] , many conventional linear methods can be applied for classification. Based on these theories, modeling video sequences or image sets as covariance matrices has proven beneficial for many visual recognition tasks such as object categorization [32] , face recognition [37] , texture classification [16] , pedestrian detection [31] , video surveillance [37] and person re-identification [13] .
Covariance Discriminative Learning (CDL) [37] is a more recent method that uses the covariance descriptor for image set classification. CDL provides a natural representation for an image set using a global non-singular covariance matrix (SPD matrix), which makes no assumption about the set data distribution. Therefore, it characterizes the set structure more faithfully, and the representation possesses stronger resistance to outliers [37] . Subsequently, the covariance matrices are mapped to a high-dimensional Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS), where Euclidean geometry applies. Finally, the kernel version of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [3] or Partial Least Squares (PLS) [25] is exploited for discriminative learning. With the proper Riemannian metric defined on a Riemannian manifold, CDL achieved considerable results on set-based face recognition and objection categorization tasks [37] . Linear discriminant analysis is a famous and representative method for finding the most discriminative projection direction of the sample vectors. This objective can be achieved by simultaneously minimizing the within-class scatter matrix and maximizing the between-class scatter matrix. The function of this operation is to able to make the samples of the same class be more compact and the between-class samples to be further separated.
However, in many image set classification scenes [29] , there are usually only a few sets or possibly just one set for each class in the training stage. In other words, there may be no within-class information to be exploited, which could degrade the performance of the LDA algorithm. One convenient method to solve this problem is to produce multiple subsets from the original set.
One approach proposed to model image sets as multiple local patches is called Maximal Linear Patch (MLP) [36] , which is the previous step for defining the Manifold-toManifold Distance (MMD) in [36] . MLP is a method for constructing local linear models from non-linear manifolds. In contrast to the previous works of [10] and [20] , which use k-means to assign samples into different clusters, MLP can effectively guarantee the linear property of the local models and simultaneously achieve greater computational efficiency [36] . There are two types of algorithms of MLP for clustering image sets. The MLP in [36] can be denoted as Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering MLP (HACMLP) [36] , and the other type is denoted as Hierarchical Divisive Clustering MLP (HDCMLP) [35] , [38] . HACMLP is a bottom-up-manner clustering method, whereas HDCMLP is performed in a top-down manner. HDCMLP was proposed to address the problem of unbalanced clusters by HACMLP. However, the intuitive theory behind these methods is roughly the same, they both define the quality of the clusters by the non-linearity degree of local patches.
As we know, if the image samples are in a D-dimensional vector space, the space of their covariance matrix is a D × D-dimensional space, which is always a highdimensional space. Many Riemannian metrics defined based on SPD matrices often suffer from an intolerable computational complexity [13] . Prior studies, such as those on region covariance [31] and covariance dimensional reduction [13] , have been proposed to circumvent this problem. Moreover, the global covariance descriptor adopted in the CDL [37] method often suffers from the singularity problem of the covariance matrix, as the feature dimension is often larger than the number of set samples.
Based on the above observations, we propose a novel method, the Patch-based Principal Covariance Discriminative Learning (PPCDL) method, for image set classification. Our method attempts to address the problems of CDL [37] which are mentioned above. To alleviate the high computational complexity of the Riemannian metric with SPD matrices, we first propose to use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [4] to collaboratively refine the highdimensional Riemannian space to a low-dimensional and more discriminative manifold. Second, we innovatively exploit the MLP algorithm to cluster image set as multiple overlapped local linear patches, and then, we model them as local models by the covariance descriptor. Finally, by employing the Riemannian kernel induced by the Riemannian metric of LED, the LDA algorithm is applied for the discriminative learning on the mapped Euclidean space. Moreover, two simple integration strategies for local distances are employed to determine the set-to-set distance. A conceptual illustration of our proposed method is shown in Figure 1 . The proposed new MLP algorithm clusters the refined image set into overlapped local patches bases on the geodesic distance map, which is novel to other clustering algorithms as in [34] - [36] . And among most image set classification methods which use the local patches technique [29] , [34] , [35] , they modeled local patches as subspaces, while we model them as covariance matrices. As a result, the framework of our proposed PPCDL is novel. We conduct experiments on face recognition and objection categorization tasks, therein involving noisy datasets to demonstrate the effective and efficiency of our proposed method.
The main contributions of our proposed method are as follow:
1) We employ the MLP to model a single training set as multiple local covariance models, which helps to produce more within-class information for discriminative learning when using the LDA algorithm.
2) The collaborative refinement of the sample vectors can be viewed as a transformation of a high-dimensional manifold to a low-dimensional and more discriminative manifold. The principal variation feature is a benefit for the second-order statistic covariance descriptor and is computationally efficient. Moreover, it alleviates the singularity problem of the covariance descriptor. 3) As a result of the robust local covariance descriptor and local distance strategy, our method possesses superior robustness to noisy set data (with outliers). The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related works of our proposed method. In Section III, we present the proposed PPCDL method.
The experimental results are depicted in Section IV, while Section V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first introduce the theory of the Covariance Discriminative Learning (CDL) [37] , and then, we present the Maximal Linear Patch (MLP) [36] approach in a hierarchical agglomerative clustering manner. These techniques form the foundation for our proposed method.
A. COVARIANCE DISCRIMINATIVE LEARNING
As mentioned previously, covariance discriminative learning (CDL) [37] uses a natural method to characterize image sets using the covariance descriptor. By exploring the efficient Riemannian metric of the Log-Euclidean Distance (LED), the derived kernel function can explicitly map the covariance matrix from the Riemannian manifold to a Euclidean space. Subsequently, the learning methods of the kernel version of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) or Partial Least Squares (PLS) are considered for classification. Here, we review the implementation of CDL by employing the LDA algorithm.
Let X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] denote the data matrix of an image set with n image vectors, where x i ∈ R D in the D-dimensional vector space. Then, the covariance matrix of this image set can be represented by
wherex denotes the mean of the image vectors. As can be seen, the covariance matrix of B represents one image set in a global manner, as it is rather simple to derive and compute. Due to the high dimensionality of visual features, the covariance matrix of an image set is usually singular (when the number of image samples is less than the dimensions of the vector space). A simple way to address this problem is to introduce a small perturbation to the covariance matrix [37] , which can be denoted as B * = B + λI. I is the identity matrix, and λ is a scaling parameter. Hence, the non-singular covariance matrix becomes a D×D SPD matrix sym + D , which forms the Riemannian manifold. Here, we still use B to denote the non-singular covariance matrix. After modeling the image sets as multiple SPD matrices, the CDL method explores a Riemannian kernel induced by the Riemannian metric of the Log-Euclidean distance (LED) to map the sym + D to a Euclidean space. It is known that the Riemannian metric of LED defines a true geodesic on the Riemannian manifold, as it is induced by a positive definite kernel [2] , [11] , and the manifold structure can be preserved as much as possible. The metric of LED is defined as
where · F is the matrix Frobenius norm and log (·) denotes the principal matrix logarithm operation. For a sym + D , its eigendecomposition is given by B = U U T , and then, VOLUME 5, 2017
the principal matrix logarithm of B can be computed by
where log ( ) is easily calculated using the logarithms of the eigenvalues in the diagonal matrix . CDL implements image set classification in an extrinsic manner of first mapping the Riemannian manifold to a Euclidean space. The mapping induced by the LED metric can be defined as ψ : M → H, where M denotes the manifold spanned by the SPD matrices and the vector space H is the inner product space in Hilbert space. Subsequently, the kernel function induced by the LED metric k log : (M × M) → R is used to define the inner product on the Hilbert space, as well as a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS), which is homeomorphic to Euclidean space. For two sym + D matrices of B 1 , B 2 , the LED Riemannian kernel function can be formulated as
It can be easily proved that the kernel function k log is a symmetric positive definite kernel [16] , [37] , which obeys Mercer's theorem [27] . Therefore, the manifold structure can be preserved by the LED Riemannian kernel. The explicit kernel feature mapping allows any standard vector space learning algorithm to be applied. There are two discriminative learning algorithms applied in CDL method, they are the LDA and PLS. Since our work attempts to improve the discriminative learning ability of LDA on covariance based image set classification, the CDL with LDA is the main issue of our paper. The implementation of CDL with LDA is presented by the kernel version of LDA using the ''kernel trick'' [3] .
The mapping of the Riemannian manifold to Euclidean space is defined by the function ψ (·), and the points of the specified Riemannian manifold spanned by the sym + D matrices are denoted as {B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B l }. Hence, the mapped feature points in Euclidean space can be denoted as {ψ (B 1 ) , ψ (B 2 ) , . . . , ψ (B l )}. With the inner product function ψ (B i ) , ψ B j = k log B i , B j , the CDL seeks to solve the following optimization [37] :
where
T , K is the kernel Gram matrix with elements K ij = k log B i , B j , and W is the connection matrix, defined as
where q c is the number of sets in class c. The optimal α is given by the largest eigenvectors of the eigen-problem: KWKα = λKKα. The maximum C − 1 number (C is the number of training classes) of eigenvectors is derived as A = [α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α C−1 ]. As such, for a given testing sym
The projected feature z t in the new discriminant Euclidean subspace can be obtained by
B. MAXIMAL LINEAR PATCH
Maximal linear patch (MLP) was devised in [36] to build the local linear models of manifolds, and then, the manifold-tomanifold distance (MMD) was defined between these local models. MLP is inspired by the geometric intuition that the linear perturbation of a local patch is naturally reflected by the deviation between Euclidean distances and geodesic distances [30] , [36] . Based on this assumption, the local models could obtain the best manifold structure.
In [36] , the MLP was implemented in a hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) manner, as in previous works [6] , [45] . HACMLP is a one-shot sequential clustering method [36] ; therefore, the clustering is efficient. HACMLP performed well on set-based face recognition tasks [36] . Here, we briefly introduce the HACMLP adopted in [36] .
For a given image set X = [ x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] with n samples, the objective of MLP is to partition an image set into a collection of disjoint local patches, which can be denoted as
As can be seen, the image set X is divided into m local patches; P i is one of the local patches (MLP) and contains n i samples. The one-shot algorithm of HACMLP extracts MLPs by sequentially adding candidates that are the neighbors of the seed point and obey the condition
simultaneously. D E and D G are the pair-wise Euclidean distance matrix and geodesic distance matrix. In addition, x c is the candidate, and
j is a sample belonging to cluster C i . As can be seen, the parameter θ reflects the ratio between the geodesic distance and the Euclidean distance, which is defined as the non-linearity criterion of MLP. A smaller θ implies a smoother MLP but whereby substantially more local models can be extracted and vice versa. It is known that this method has achieved considerable performance when modeling the local patches as subspaces and then implementing the so-called manifold-to-manifold distance [36] .
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present our proposed Patch-based Principal Covariance Discriminative Learning (PPCDL) method.
A. COLLABORATIVE REFINEMENT OF SET FEATURES
First, as discussed previously, the computational cost of the Riemannian kernel with a high-dimensional SPD matrix is usually very high. In contrast to the region covariance method [31] , we simply propose to use principal component analysis (PCA) [4] to reduce the initial dimensions of the feature space of each image sample. The reduced-dimension sample can produce a substantially smaller set covariance matrix, which can reduce the computational complexity.
To collaboratively explore the principal variance of the whole feature space, we use all the training data to produce the dimensional reduction projection matrix, rather than implement PCA on each image set independently. For L train-
We combine all images of all sets to build a sample data collection:
Then, the dimensional reduction projection matrix can be obtained by decomposing the following sample covariance matrix:
wherex is the sample mean. We choose d (d < D) orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to the d largest eigenvalues of to form the collaborative dimensional reduction projection matrix . Subsequently, all images in all sets are transformed to a low-dimensional feature space:
The simple collaborative PCA being applied to all training data not only alleviates the problem of the high computational complexity of the SPD matrix for classification but also improves the identification ability by reserving the main variations in the set data to build the covariance matrices. As a result of the decorrelation property of PCA and its applied to all training sets, the extracted different-class set features are easier to separate. Actually, this operation of refining the high-dimensional SPD matrices can also be viewed as a transformation from high-dimensional manifold to lowdimensional manifold, which is similar to certain previous works [12] , [13] . However, our work is much simpler. The low-dimensional features in each set are clustered as multiple local patches and modeled by the covariance descriptor in the next subsection.
B. PATCH-BASED LOCAL COVARIANCE MODEL
After obtaining the refined feature sets by using the PCA approach described in Section III-A, we propose to exploit the MLP [36] method in an HAC manner (HACMLP) to cluster each principal feature set into multiple subsets. In contrast to [36] , the local patches of our method are not modeled as subspaces but rather as covariance matrices, and the local patches are constructed in a refined feature space. As shown in Section II-B, the original HACMLP method clusters image sets as disjoint local patches; however, some local patches contain too few samples, which may result in an unstable classification performance [34] . Although the MLP method is improved by using the Hierarchical Divisive Clustering (HDC) [34] , [35] manner (HDCMLP), therein obtaining a higher clustering speed and more balanced clusters. Nevertheless, we found that the patches divided by HDCMLP are still not sufficiently balanced, and some singular patches with larger non-linearity are ignored.
As such, we propose to let the local patches be overlapped with a stable size based on the geodesic distance map of samples (see the geodesic distance matrix D G in Section II-B). The overlapped version of HACMLP can also be denoted by Eq. (8), whereas for ∀P * i and ∀P * j , it has
The overlap appears between the neighboring two patches on the geodesic distance map; if the two patches are far away (depended on a patch size parameter) from each other, there is no overlap between them. We devise a parameter γ to dynamically control the size of the local patches. The steps of our overlapped version of HACMLP can be summarized as the following steps:
1) Use the original HACMLP algorithm [36] to cluster the reduced-dimension image set X * into m local patches P * 1 , . . . , P * m 2) Reuse the geodesic distance matrix of D G (see Eq. (9)) in the original HACMLP to seek the geodesic center of the i-th patch as
where d g (, ) denotes the geodesic distance between two points. In other words, we find the minimal sum geodesic distance of each sample to all other samples to determine the center point of patch P * i . 3) According to each patch center
, the parameter of γ is defined to rebuild a new patch P i by the γ nearest geodesic distance points of patch centerx * i . 4) Finally, model m new local patches P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m with equal size of γ using the covariance descriptor through Eq. (1). Then we have m new local covariance models B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m . Since the geodesic distance matrix D G has been calculated previously, the computation of Eq. (13) is merely the addition operator, which is efficient. If necessary, we still add a small perturbation to the covariance matrices B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B m to avoid the singularity, which become m d × d dimensional sym + d matrices. The proposed overlapped HACMLP not only preserves the manifold structure as much as possible but also gives a stable representation of the local covariance models. The method provides flexibility in choosing an optimal value of the parameter γ to obtain a high performance. It should be noted that even when the local patch is very large (with large amount of samples) by varying the patch size γ , the dimensionality of the covariance model is the same, as it depends on the dimensionality of the feature space while not the number of samples in the patch, and the increased computation is small (see Eq. (1)). In other words, varying the parameter γ does not affect the computational cost of the final discriminative learning significantly; it is beneficial to choose the best parameter value of γ without worrying about the computational complexity.
C. DISCRIMINATIVE LEARNING ON LOCAL COVARIANCE MODELS
As we know, the objective function of the original linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [3] is defined by the ratio of the between-class scatter matrix and the within-class scatter matrix. The within-class scatter matrix can be denoted as
wherex c is the sample mean of the c-th class and x j is the sample vector of class c (X c ). It can be observed that if there is only one instance in class c, the within-class scatter matrix will be zero. However, the kernel version of LDA (KLDA) [3] can circumvent this problem by transforming the withinclass scatter matrix into the form of a connection weighting matrix W (see Eq. (6)). However, the within-class information is still not considered in this case, which can cause a degradation of classification ability. In many real-world applications of visual classification tasks based on image sets, we found that there usually is only one set for each class [29] (the images of the same class can always be grouped into one set). In this sense, the direct use of the algorithm of CDL described in Section II-A may not be able to exploit the within-class information by the LDA algorithm. In this work, we implement the covariance discriminative learning by first modeling the refined image sets into multiple local non-singular covariance matrices (see the proposed approaches presented in Section III-A and Section III-B). Obviously, our proposed method can address the problem of exploiting the within-class information since multiple instances are produced to construct the withinclass connection weighting matrix. As depicted previously, the local patches P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m constructed by our overlapped version of HACMLP can be modeled by Eq. (1) as multiple covariance matrices. To prevent singularities of the covariance matrices, we still add a small perturbation to the covariance matrices, as in [37] . It should be noted that as a result of the principal variance feature extraction, the feature dimension of the local patches P i is not very high. Therefore, in many application tasks, the non-singular property can be ensured by our proposed method.
For the Riemannian mapping, we still choose the Riemannian kernel induced by the Log-Euclidean distance (LED) to explicitly map the local covariance models from the Riemannian manifold to Euclidean space. The LED Riemannian kernel can be adopted from Eq. (4), and the objective function can also be derived by Eq. (5) with the connection matrix of Eq. (6). In contrast to CDL [37] , we construct more SPD matrices to form the Riemannian manifold, which can be written as
where there are C training sets of C classes, and each set is formed by m c lower dimensional local sym + d matrices. As can be seen, our method is implemented for the case of single training sets, which is similar to many applications in [29] . Using our patch-based local covariance model, multiple SPD matrices of the same class are extracted; hence, the connection matrix of Eq. (6) includes more connection weightings of the SPD instances with the same label. Finally, we also obtain C − 1 optimal projection vectors A = α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α C−1 for discriminative feature extraction. More within-class information can be stored in the connection weighting matrix, which can lead to a superior classification ability.
D. STRATEGY OF DISTANCE MEASUREMENT
As discussed in [35] , the local distances of local models need to be globally integrated. The final set-to-set distance should be decided by the distances defined between multiple local models. Four integration methods are exploited in the literature [35] : Min NN, Mean NN, Mean NN's NN (N 4 ) and Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) [26] (where NN is the Nearest Neighbor distance). However, these distances are defined between two manifolds, whereas the local covariance models of our method have been mapped to Euclidean space. As such, these integration methods are not all suitable for our distance measurement. We define two common distances between the mapped local covariance models, which are inherited from the Min NN and Mean NN distances. The Min NN distance defined in [35] is the minimal distance of all NN pairs of local models. It is an intuitive selection for measuring multiple local models between two sets. Here, we use the same distance definition for our mapped local covariance models. Let S 1 , S 2 denote two set vectors of two set mapped local covariance models with S c = ϕ B 
where d (, ) is the Euclidean distance. Actually, Eq. (16) depicts the nearest neighbor local models of two sets; hence, we denote this distance d NN for simplicity. It is obvious that the d NN distance finds the two most similar vectors of the mapped models between S 1 and S 2 and excludes the effects of other local models. This property is beneficial for classification with outliers within the set.
To incorporate more information from multiple NN pairs, the Mean NN in [35] is employed to measure the distance between two Grassmann manifolds. However, this measurement only uses m 1 + m 2 nearest pair local models for the distance integration, and the information of m 1 × m 2 − (m 1 + m 2 ) pairs of distances is not utilized. In contrast to the Mean NN in [35] , we use all m 1 ×m 2 pair distances of mapped local models to measure two sets, S 1 and S 2 :
In contrast to the manifold-to-manifold distance in [35] , which is the distance between different manifolds, the distance of our method is the vector distance in Euclidean space. Since the local covariance models of our method have been mapped to a more compact Euclidean space, the Euclidean distance of all pairs of mapped local models can contribute to the final classification. Therefore, the mean of all mapped local covariance models may be a better choice, and we call this distance the d MEAN distance.
Finally, we summarize our proposed PPCDL method in the following steps:
For the training stage: 1) Given a training data set {X c } C c=1 with a single set for each class, use Eq. (10) to combine all images in all training sets and calculate the projection matrix for principal variance feature extraction.
2) The reduced-dimension principal variance features in Eq. (12) are clustered by the overlapped version of the HACMLP algorithm to several overlapped local patches. 3) Use Eq. (1) to model the local patches of all training sets to be the non-singular covariance matrices (Eq. (15)). 4) Implement the covariance discriminative learning with the kernel LDA (refer to Eq. (5)) using the LED Riemannian kernel (See Eq. (4)) and obtain C − 1 optimal projection vectors A = α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α C−1 . 5) Project all training local covariance models of C classes by the discriminative learning projection matrix A as z = A T K , where K is given by Eq. (18), as shown at the bottom of this page. For the testing stage: 1) For a test image set X t , use the principal variance projection matrix to refine the feature space using Eq. (12). 2) Use the overlapped version of HACMLP to cluster the refined feature set into several overlapped local patches P 1 (t) , P 2 (t) , . . . , P m t (t) .
3) All testing local patches are modeled by Eq. (1) (16) and (17) to measure the set-to-set distance between the testing set {z 1 (t) , z 2 (t) , . . . , z m t
(t)
} and all training sets z in Euclidean space.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we implement the experiments on face recognition and objection categorization tasks. Extensive image-set-based methods are adopted for comparison. The robustness to noisy set data and an evaluation of the computational complexity of our method are given in this section.
A. DATASETS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We used the Honda/UCSD (Honda) dataset [20] and the Extended Yale Face Database B (YaleB) [8] for the set-based face recognition task. The Honda dataset consists of 59 video sequences involving 20 different subjects, where hundreds of frames for each sequence are captured to form the image set. We built two experiments by systematically selecting 50 or 100 frames for each image set. After removing three extremely small video sequences, we chose a single set of each subject to build 19 gallery sets (training sets), which is the case for which our method excels, and the other sets were used as probes in each round of testing. Ten random rounds of testing were performed by randomly choosing the gallery and probe sets.
The Extended Yale Face Database B (YaleB) is a large illumination variation dataset that can validate the robustness of many set-based classifiers. The YaleB dataset contains 16,128 images of 28 human subjects under 9 pose and 64 illumination conditions. Nine image sets based on 9 poses for each subject were built, where each image set contains approximately 60 images. We also built a single set of each subject for training according to one pose, and the other 8 poses were used for probe (test). Nine random rounds of tests were established by randomly choosing the gallery and probe sets. For Honda and YaleB face datasets, we used a cascaded face detector [33] to collect faces from the image
. . . , . . . , . . .
frames, and all the face images were converted to grayscale and resized to 20 × 20 pixels. Some example samples of the collected faces are shown in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2 (b). For the object categorization task, we choose the benchmark database ETH-80 [21] for our experiments. This database contains 8 categories: apples, pears, tomatoes, cows, dogs, horses, cups, and cars. Each category has 10 different objects with 41 different viewpoint images each. Some example images are shown in Figure 2(c) . We build each image set using 41 images of each object. In each round of testing, we randomly chose one set for the gallery (training) and the other 9 sets for the probe. Ten rounds of tests were constructed, and all images were converted to grayscale and resized to 20 × 20 pixels as in the face recognition tasks. We compare the methods in our experiments with recent works mainly focused on image set classification. These methods are the subspace-based methods (including Grassmann manifold methods): Discriminative Canonical Correlation (DCC) [17] , Manifold-Manifold Distance (MMD) [36] , Manifold Discriminant Analysis (MDA) [34] , Graph-embedding Grassmann Discriminant Analysis (GGDA) [12] and Generalized Constrained Mutual Subspace Method (GCMSM) [18] . Both MMD and MDA also use the MLP algorithm for set clustering, which is worth comparing to our proposed PPCDL method. Another type of popular image set classification method is based on affine hulls or convex hulls, including the Affine Hull based Image Set Distance (AHISD) [5] , Kernel Affine Hull based Image Set Distance (KAHISD) [5] , Sparse Approximated Nearest Point (SANP) [15] , Regularized Nearest Points (RNP) [43] , Regularized Hull based Image Set Collaborative Representation and Classification (RH-ISCRC) [47] and Kernelized Convex Hull based Image Set Collaborative Representation and Classification (KCH-ISCRC) [47] . We also employ a single image classification approach for comparison called Collaborative Representation-based Classifier (CRC) [44] , and we use the mean distance of each image feature within a set to address the set classification task. A metric learning method, Set-to-Set Distance Metric Learning (SSDML) [46] , is presented in our experiments. Our method attempts to address the disadvantages of the CDL [37] method; as such, comprehensive comparisons between them are given.
Some preliminary settings should be given before the experiments. For the subspace-based methods of DCC and GCMSM, the number of comparison principal angles [9] of the subspaces is set to 16. The local patches clustered by MLP in MMD [36] and MDA [34] are re-optimized in our experiments. We merely test the Projection kernel of GGDA for simplicity. The better performance of l 1 − norm regularized optimization is adopted for RH-ISCRC [47] . The compressed atoms of both RH-ISCRC and KCH-ISCRC [47] are set to 10. The other compared methods mainly use the default settings depicted in their original studies. For our proposed PPCDL method, the non-linearity degree of local patches in our modified HACMLP algorithm is optimized to each dataset, and the parameter γ of the local patch size is set to approximately 30. First Nearest Neighbor (1NN) is the final classifier for all methods.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON TO OTHER METHODS
We compare the performance of our proposed PPCDL method to 14 recent and most popular set-based visual classification approaches mentioned in the previous subsection. The d NN distance strategy of our method by Eq. (16) is adopted for this comparison experiment. The experimental results on two face recognition datasets and one object categorization dataset are depicted in Table 1 . The experimental results consist of average recognition rates and standard deviations over ten tests.
As shown in Table 1 , our proposed PPCDL achieves the best recognition rates on all datasets. The recognition rates on the benchmark dataset ETH-80 are lower in [37] . This is because the case of a single training set is used in our experiments, and the recognition is much more challenging than in the experiments in [37] . Comparing to the MMD [36] and MDA [34] methods, which also use the MLP approach to cluster image sets into local patches, our method achieves much better results, especially on the YaleB dataset. This is because the covariance matrices of our method contain more discriminative information than the subspaces used in MMD and MDA, and this merit is amplified on the largeillumination-variation YaleB dataset. Our method achieves a considerable improvement against the CDL method. This result has demonstrated the advantages of our method in that the divided multiple local covariance models provide more within-class information for discriminative learning; in addition, the principal variance feature of all training sets benefits the covariance descriptor for capturing the most useful features.
Furthermore, we present the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves evaluated on the YaleB dataset. As shown in Figure 3 , the ROC curve of our PPCDL method always outperforms other methods against different false positive rates. 
C. EVALUATIONS OF PPCDL ON NOISY SET DATA PROBLEM
As noted in [5] , [35] , and [37] , it is often the case that image sets contain noisy data in real-world applications (i.e., images outside this category). It is known that due to the clustering method (MLP) and the covariance descriptor of MMD [36] and CDL [37] , both methods achieve strong robustness to the noisy set data problem. As a result of the properties of MLP and the covariance descriptor, our proposed PPCDL further combined these two techniques, which could produce stronger robustness to noisy image set data. It is interesting and necessary to validate the improvement of our proposed method in addressing the noisy set data problem. Therefore, we built experiments to evaluate our PPCDL method in terms of addressing noisy set data.
The experimental settings are similar to those in [35] and [37] ; three experiments are conducted by systematically corrupting the gallery and/or probe sets. The corruption is implemented by adding one image from each of the other classes. The original data, the data with noise only in the gallery sets, the data with noise only in the probe sets and the data with noise in both the gallery and probe sets are denoted as ''Clean'', ''N_G'', ''N_P'' and ''N_G+P'' as in [37] . The experiments are evaluated on the large-illuminance-variation YaleB dataset, and we compare the most related methods of MMD [35] and CDL [37] to our proposed PPCDL to validate the robustness improvement. We use the d NN distance strategy for our PPCDL method on this evaluation.
The identification rates under different noise-corrupted image sets are depicted in Figure 4 . As can be seen, the identification rates of our PPCDL achieved the best results not only on the ''Clean'' dataset but also on the three noisecorrupted datasets, ''N_G'', ''N_P'' and ''N_G+P''. Moreover, the drops in the noisy set data are the smallest; in particular, there is only a slight drop on the ''N_G'' dataset by our PPCDL method. The weak performance of MMD on the noisy YaleB dataset may be due to the subspace being unable to account for the noisy set data as well as the secondorder statistic covariance descriptor on the large-illuminancevariation YaleB dataset. The robustness of our proposed method on noisy set data can also be reflected by the distance measurement strategies.
We employed two simple distance measurement strategies for our set classification: the d NN distance and the d MEAN distance. The d NN distance selects the nearest distance of the local models and ignores the impacts of other local distances, whereas the d MEAN distance integrates all contributions of all local distances.
We give the average identification rates of our proposed PPCDL method on the noisy YaleB dataset with the d NN distance and d MEAN distance measurement strategies. The noisy set data settings are the same as in Figure 4 . As shown in Figure 5 , the identification rates of the d NN and d MEAN distance measurement results are almost the same as on the ''Clean'' dataset. Actually, the identification rate of d MEAN on the ''Clean'' dataset is 82.8%, which is slightly better than the d NN distance (82.7%). Since noise has not been added to the ''Clean'' dataset and since the local models are mapped to Euclidean space with a more compact structure, the local distances in Euclidean space could be of benefit to the final classification; that is why the d MEAN distance achieves a better result. However, when there are noisy data (outliers) in an image set, the d NN distance strategy is always better than the d MEAN strategy, as shown in Figure 5 . In this sense, the effects of the outlier local models could degrade the performance of the final classification; finding the nearest local distance of two true mapped local models and ignoring other local distances is a better strategy. 
D. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY EVALUATION
Finally, we analyzed the computational complexity of our proposed PPCDL method. As we know, using a covariance matrix for image classification is computationally expensive due to its high dimensionality (square of the sample vector dimension). As such, reducing the computational complexity is a practical issue for real-world applications. Our proposed PPCDL method clusters a single set into multiple local patches and models each local patch to a local covariance model; this may result in a high computational cost since every local mode is the same high-dimensional covariance matrix. To reduce the computational complexity, we simply use the principal component analysis collaboratively applied to all training samples to reduce the dimensions of the sample vectors. The dimensionality of the local covariance matrices formed by these refined features is relatively low. Although there are several local covariance models extracted by one image set in our PPCDL, the computational cost remains lower than the full-dimensional global covariance models of the CDL method [37] . Here, we construct experiments to evaluate the computational efficiency of our proposed method and give comparisons to other methods.
The computational costs of all methods depicted in Section IV-B are tabulated in Table 2 . The experiments are implemented on the largest dataset of YaleB, and all methods were performed in Matlab on a 3.4 GHz x64 computer. The training time and testing time shown in Table 2 are the averages of ten experiments. There are no training stages in the AHISD, KAHISD, SANP and RNP methods. As can be seen, due to the high computational complexity of covariance matrices with Riemannian kernels, the computational cost of our proposed PPCDL is not low compared to other methods such as DCC, MMD, MDA, and GGDA. However, our method remains superior to many hull-based methods such as AHISD, KAHISD, SANP and RH-ISCRC. What's more, the computational efficiency improvement achieved by our method compared to the CDL method [37] is considerable. The higher computational training time of our PPCDL method compared to CDL is mainly produced by the MLP clustering method; nevertheless, the time increment is relatively low. In contrast, as a result of the lower dimensional covariance models, the testing time of our PPCDL method is significantly lower than the CDL method. A lower testing time is more valuable for applications designed to recognize objects in real time.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an image set classification method called patch-based principal covariance discriminative learning (PPCDL). This method further exploited the within-class information by modifying the maximum linear patch (MLP) approach to divide a single image set into multiple overlapped local patches and model them using the covariance descriptor. To reduce the computational complexity of covariance matrices working on a Riemannian manifold mapping, we use the PCA method to collaboratively refine the dimensionality of the sample vectors using all training sets. Experiments are performed on face recognition and objection categorization tasks, where extensive comparisons of image-set-based methods demonstrated the considerable performances of our proposed PPCDL method. Based on the use of the divide-andconquer strategy of local patches and the refined covariance descriptor, the robustness of our method in addressing noisy set data is greatly improved compared to the CDL [37] and MMD [36] methods. The designed d NN distance measurement strategy is robust to noisy set data, whereas the d MEAN distance shows a slight improvement on the ''Clean'' dataset due to the contributions of other local distances. Finally, even multiple local covariance matrices are calculated under our method; however, the computational cost of our PPCDL method remains lower than the original CDL method.
